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In 2015, the Central Qld Remote Area Planning 
and Development Board (RAPAD) submitted an 
application to the federal governments open 
grants process for the delivery of the rural financial 
counselling (RFC) service in Queensland. RAPAD 
had successfully delivered the RFC service through 
the registered business, Rural Financial Counselling 
Service Qld - Central Southern Region (RFCSQCSR) 
since 2006/7, and prior to that, for approximately 
eight years as a provider in the Central Western 
Queensland region. 

SERVICE TRANSITION

Map1. RFCSQCSR service area map 
pre 31 March 2016

RAPAD was awarded the new North Queensland 
region, and from the date of awarding in late 
December 2015, through to 31 March 2016, 
RFCSQCSR entered both a wind-up and transition 
stage. RFCSQCSR had to be wound up and it 
transitioned into the new Rural Financial Counselling 
Service North Queensland, which took affect on 1 
April 2016.
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RFCSQCSRs (pre 31 March 2016) service region 
coverage is that represented in the map 1. As at 
February 2016, RFCSQCSR had 13 rural financial 
counsellors (RFC) servicing its region although one 
rural financial counsellor (RFC) resigned pre wind up 
to take up alternative employment, while another 
retired. 

Map 2. RFCSNQ service area map

Of the remaining 11 RFCs, four transitioned across 
to RFCSNQ, while five obtained positions with the 
new southern Queensland provider. Unfortunately 
two RFCSQCSR RFCs located in the new southern 
region were unsuccessful in obtaining employment. 
In the process of the transition, one RFC from the 
southern-based service provider took employment 
with RFCSNQ, making up the present five RFCSNQ 
rural financial counsellors.   
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JOINT CHAIRMANS’ REPORT

As Chairs of the outgoing RFCSQCSR, and the 
new Rural Financial Counselling Service North 
Queensland Project Management Committee 
respectively, we offer this report jointly.

We acknowledge the Australian Governments 
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 
(DAWR) for awarding the Central Western 
Queensland Remote Area Planning and 
Development Board (RAPAD) the offer to continue 
delivery of the rural financial counselling service 
in the new North Queensland region. We believe 
that apart from the quality of our application, the 
awarding of the grant to RAPAD was also due to 
our past effective delivery of the rural financial 
counselling service for approximately eighteen 
years, and a reflection of RAPADs sound governance 
oversight. 

We also acknowledge the State Government for 
their past and continued support of the rural financial 
counselling service in Queensland.

The wind up of RFCSQCSR was done smoothly 
and professionally and here we would like 
to acknowledge the CEO, David Arnold, the 
administrative staff, and also the rural financial 
counsellors (RFCs). The wind up affected the 
RFCs the most and while five of the outgoing 
RFCs based in the new southern region, obtained 
employment with the provider (RFCSSQ) servicing 
that southern region, two were unsuccessful in 
gaining employment. Four RFCSQCSR RFCs based 
in the new Northern region stayed on with RFCSNQ 
and we also employed Nick Birchley, who up until 
31 March, was employed by the southern provider. 
All that sounds confusing however it reflects in 
some way the difficulties encountered in winding 
up and transitioning, and again we would like to 
acknowledge the professionalism of the RFCs in 
handing that period.

As importantly, throughout this period we have no 
record of any client being unduly interrupted in 
their receipt of service, and this is testament to that 
professionalism we just spoke about. 

This reporting period has seen the fourth year of 
drought in much of our service region. In some cases 
this period of drought reaches back further than 
four years and for some famers it will unfortunately 
mean an exit from the industry. As we get to the end 
of the reporting period however, it is heartening to 
see some very good rainfall events, which we hope, 
could mean a start to the end of the drought. In 
our past, and now new service areas in Northern 
Queensland the cane and banana industries have 
their own battles to face with disease and commodity 
prices, all playing havoc with industry profitability.

This year has seen some significant changes for Rural 
Financial Counselling Service Queensland Central 
Southern Region (RFCSQCSR), which wound up on 
the 31st of March 2016, and transitioned to Rural 
Financial Counselling Service North Queensland 
(RFCSNQ), effective 1 April 2016.
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Despite this however, across all industry sectors, 
there remains a strong optimism in farming and 
agriculture and we are proud that the rural financial 
counselling service can contribute and assist when 
problems arise in our agricultural and support 
industries. 

As a part of the new RFCSNQ, RAPAD has 
established a project management committee 
to oversee the governance and administration of 
RFCSNQ. The project management committee is 
a skills based committee, and while four RAPAD 
directors remain as members given the skills they 
possess, we welcome on board new PMC members, 
Alison Larard who was appointed in June, and Dr 
Chris Capel and Shan Delany who were appointed 
shortly after the reporting period. All three members 
bring with them strong business, academic and 
industry relevant skills that will allow them to be 
important contributors to the governance and 
administration of RFCSNQ. 

As we move into the 2016-17 period the CEO is 
recruiting for two more positions, most likely to be 
based in the Atherton Tablelands and Central West 
region. This will bring us to six core funded RFCs and 
together with contingency funding when required, 
we are confident we can deliver on the governments 
rural financial counselling service policy objectives in 
the new North Queensland region. 

ROB CHANDLER
RAPAD Chair

RICK BRITTON
RFCSNQPMC Chair

Pictured on this page and inside front cover: the 
region has experienced some much needed rain in 
the past months. 
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PARENT ENTITY & RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLING SERVICE NORTH 
QUEENSLAND PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE & GOVERNANCE

The Central West Queensland Remote Area Planning 
and Development Board (RAPAD) is the entity that 
provided the rural financial counselling service from 
2006/7 to 31 March 2016 through RFCSQCSR. 
RAPAD has been awarded the contract for the 
delivery of the rural financial counselling service in 
the new North Queensland region via the registered 
business Rural Financial Counselling Service North 
Qld (RFCSNQ). To meet the National Rural Advisory 
Committees (NRAC) 2015 findings, from their review 
into the rural financial counselling service nationally, 
RAPAD appointed, under its constitution, a skills 
based project management committee to oversee 
the management and governance of RFCSNQ. On 
1 April, an interim RFCSNQ project management 
committee (PMC) was appointed consisting of four 
RAPAD directors who had the prerequisite skills.

Between 1 April and 30 June 2016 and following a 
merit based selection process, the interim committee 
appointed experienced agri-consultant Alison Larard 
to the PMC. Shortly following the end of the financial 
year the interim PMC appointed another two 
member, Dr Chris Capel and Shan Delany making up 
the seven members skills based PMC. The RFCSNQ 
PMC are remunerated consistent with NRAC 
findings, and department contractual requirements 
at the rate set out by the Remuneration Tribunals, 
‘Remuneration and Allowances for Holders of Part-
Time Public Office’. 

CHAIRMAN RICK BRITTON 
and his photographer wife Ann 
own and operate cattle breeding 
enterprises in Queensland’s far 
North West, residing just outside 
of Boulia, at Goodwood Station. 
Rick has significant demonstrated 

experience in public administration, leadership and 
governance, along with a lifetime of knowledge of 
primary production in some of Australia’s harshest 
climate. 

He is a passionate community advocate and through 
his role as Boulia Shire Council Mayor he has 
developed an intimate understanding of the needs 
of communities, both rural and non-rural. 

In both his local government, RAPAD and business 
interests, Rick actively pursues professional 
development opportunities and to further this 
knowledge of governance and administration, he 
has completed the Australian Institute of Company 
Directors course.

ROB CHANDLER has lived 
and worked in the Barcaldine 
area and in the wider Central 
West of Queensland all his life. 
He is married to Deb and they 
have three children, Phoebe, 
Emily and Mac. 

Rob has experience through his life in primary 
production owning and running an 80,000-acre 
sheep and cattle enterprise. He has vast experience 
in public administration through sixteen years in 
Local Government, and is a very successful small 
business owner and operator through his various 
motel and tourism related ventures.
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ALISON LARARD is a 
career agribusiness and finance 
specialist. Raised on a mixed 
livestock and cropping farm 
near Warwick on the Darling 
Downs, Alison has a life-long 
commitment to Australian 

agriculture. This interest has been formalised 
with a Bachelor of Agricultural Economics from 
University of Queensland and a Masters of Business 
Administration from University of New England, 
majoring in Agribusiness, International marketing 
and Project Management.

Having worked for 15 years in banking, farming, 
benchmarking & business management, farm 
financial counselling & agricultural economics, 
Alison estimates she has worked with over 250 
businesses. Many of these families have been based 

BRUCE SCOTT has extensive 
governance, leadership, 
community consultation and 
community development skills 
along with demonstrated 
experience in small business, 
primary production and public 

administration. 

Bruce resides at his channel country region property, 
Moothandella. He has been self-employed and 
an employer for more than 30 years in his own 
businesses. He has extensive experience living 
and working with very remote communities and 
understands their unique social needs. He has 
experience in probity and governance, financial 
monitoring and budgeting in cash and accrual 
standards as well as asset management and capital 
depreciation. 

Bruce also brings to the organisation extensive 
experience in ICT consultation, communications 
infrastructure planning, network development and 
telecommunications services rollout to regional and 
remote areas.

DR CHRIS CAPEL has 
extensive experience in 
rural and remote community 
development as a landholder, 
a state government employee 
for 13 years, a consultant and 
in voluntary roles. She has 

been a partner in her family’s sheep and cattle 
grazing enterprise North West of Longreach since 
1985. She has worked for the Queensland State 
Government’s Office of Rural Communities and the 
Department of Primary Industries in policy advice, 
project management, community development and 
communications. 

In 2007 she established Chris Capel Consulting and 
has worked for a range of rural and remote clients 
mainly in Central Western Queensland. She also 
currently works for the University of Queensland 
and Monash University marking Masters student 
assignments in Rural Community Development and 
Social Work subjects. She completed the Australian 
Rural Leadership Program in 2001. 

Chris has a Masters degree in Public Relations (USQ) 
and graduated with a PhD from Monash University in 
Rural Sociology in 2015. She is currently a member 
of the Mid North Coast Regional Development 
Australia (NSW) advisory committee and Secretary of 
the Rotary Club of South West Rocks.

in North Queensland in the beef, dairy, horticulture, 
field cropping, sugar and various niche industries. 
Business planning and management, applications for 
finance, feasibility studies, project and turnaround 
management, and succession planning are all areas 
of expertise for Alison. 

Recently published, in the CSIRO’s The Rangeland 
Journal, Alison and a group of colleagues published 
their findings from 3 years of project work entitled 
Rangeland profitability in the northern Gulf region 
of Queensland: understanding beef business 
complexity and the subsequent impact on land 
resource management and environmental outcomes. 
She will co-present these findings at the International 
Rangelands Conference in Canada in mid-2016. 
Alison currently resides on the family farm at Evelyn 
on the Atherton Tablelands. In her down-time she 
loves fishing trips with “her boys” Bart, Ian and 
Andrew.
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ED WARREN has a diverse 
background which covers small 
business ownership in agriculture 
and non-agricultural areas. 

Ed was the Chairman of the 
Central West Health and Hospital 

Board; a position he held since its inception in 2012 
through to his resignation in 2016. Previously he was 
Mayor of the Winton Shire Council and a councillor 
on the same for over ten years, and he is currently 
the Mayor of Longreach Regional Council having 
been elected in the 2016 elections. 

Ed has worked through Queensland in the 
agricultural services sector between 1976 – 2007 
and from 2008 to 2015 owned a rural enterprise 
near Nyngan in New South Wales. Ed has lengthy 
experience in governance and public, not-for-
profit, and private administration. His leadership 
and strategic thinking skills have been developed 
through his roles in local government and public 
health governance, along with his own successful 
small business enterprises. 

Ed is passionate about supporting not only his own 
community but also the entire region and greater 
North Queensland region. His networks are extensive 
throughout the greater region. 

SHAN DELANY is a Certified 
Practicing Accountant in Public 
Practice based in Townsville. 
She established her own mobile 
accountancy business in July 
2005 and now has a client base, 
which is spread throughout 

Australia. Her clients are a diverse range of small 
and medium size businesses. Due to her husband’s 
work in the mining industry she has moved a number 
of times and lived on the Atherton Tablelands, in 
Central West NSW and Darwin prior to settling in 
Townsville for the schooling of her two children. 
This has allowed her to work with a diverse range of 
people in different industries. 

Shan is an active volunteer having been a member 
on Parent and Citizens committees since 2002, 
holding various positions. Currently is the Treasurer 
of the Building Fund for a local Townsville State High 
School. Also through the years she has volunteered 
on a number of sporting committees. She is a strong 
advocate for volunteering in her local community. 

Shans qualifications are: Bachelor of Business - 
Distinction from University of Southern Queensland 
major in Accounting and minor in computer 
programing in 1991, Completed the CPA Program 
and attained CPA Membership in 1995, CPA public 
practice Program in 2005, Tax Agent Registration in 
2005.

RAPAD CEO DAVID 
ARNOLD also manages 
RFCSNQ. David has extensive 
experience in managing 
government contracts and 
RAPADs businesses. David 
managed RFCSQCSR since its 

inception in 2006/07. At that time David brought 
together 4 services into one and between that start 
through to RFCSQCSR wind-up and transition, 
RFCSQCSR was managed as a successful and 
effective service. 

David holds an undergraduate degree in business 
and post-graduate certificate in ‘foresighting’ from 
Swinburne University. He has completed the full 
Australian Institute of Directors, Directors program 

and over the last 5 years has attended 3 governance 
training refresher programs, the most recent 
(2015) being conducted through the AICD. David 
completed this in his role as Deputy Chairman of the 
Central West Hospital and Health Service, which is 
a $60m entity delivering health services across the 
central western area of Queensland. 

David has completed ‘Intensive Negotiation Skills’ 
training with Michael Klug from Clayton Utz Solicitors 
and most recently he completed the ‘Leading for 
Strategic Success’ program; a program developed 
for leading CEOs, through the Mt.Eliza Business 
School. 

Administration (payroll, general administration, 
finance) for RFCSNQ is provided through RAPAD 
staff. 
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* Staff work in RAPAD entity and perform functions for RFCSNQ as required

This organisation chart only references RFCSNQ employees and RAPAD staff directly related to RFCSNQ and 
does not refer to other RAPAD business units.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
David Arnold

FINANCE*
Sally Graham / Louise Maloney

Administration*
Nicole Avery

PAYROLL/HR*
Jilly Singleton

IT*
Kris Arnold

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLORS

Tony 
Kassulke

Debbie 
Cowley

Rachel 
Bock

Emma 
Cook

Derk 
Abberfield

Kim 
Corfield

Sarah 
Barron

Richard 
Lewis

Ben 
Slack

Glenn 
Budden

Ian 
Jackson

Ian 
Durham

Neil  
Dickinson-

Jones

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLING SERVICE QUEENSLAND  
CENTRAL SOUTHERN REGION

Rural Financial Counselling Service North Queensland  
Project Management Committee

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
David Arnold

FINANCE*
Sally Graham / Louise Maloney

Administration*
Nicole Avery

PAYROLL/HR*
Jilly Singleton

IT*
Kris Arnold

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLING SERVICE NORTH QUEENSLAND

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLORS

Rachel 
Bock

Richard 
Lewis

Ian 
Durham

Neil  
Dickinson-

Jones

Nick 
Birchley

ORGANISATION CHARTS
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Rick 
Britton

Rob 
Chandler

Ed 
Warren

Bruce 
Scott

Alison 
Larard

Dr Chris 
Capel

Shan 
Delany

Experience as Chair of Boards ü ü ü ü

Demonstrated leadership ü ü ü ü ü

Demonstrated planning, 

analysis skills
ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Corporate governance skills ü ü ü ü ü

Demonstrated understanding 

of issues affecting rural Nth 

Qld 

ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Received training in past 3yrs 

in the issues affecting NFP
ü ü ü

Significant experience as 

Directors of incorporated 

entities and or companies

ü ü ü ü

Demonstrated experience 

(10yrs) in managing successful 

business or large government 

or community enterprise; 

interpreting financial 

statement; managing staff

ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Accounting and or financial 

tertiary qualifications
ü ü

Legal qualifications or 

significant experience in 

contract management

ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Background in social 

welfare and or community 

development 

ü ü ü ü ü

Experience in HR and 

performance management
ü ü ü

SKILLS MATRIX

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLING SERVICE NORTH QUEENSLAND PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
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3 July 2015
Cr Chandler, Cr Muir, Cr Lenton, Cr Owens,  
Cr Britton, Cr Owens

7 August 2015
Cr Chandler, Cr Groves, Cr Muir, Cr Lenton,  
Cr Owens, Cr Britton

4 September 2015
Cr Chandler, Cr Groves, Cr Muir, Cr Lenton,  
Cr Britton

11 & 12 November 2015
Cr Chandler, Cr Britton, Cr Groves, Cr Muir,  
Cr Lenton,  Cr Owens 

REGISTER OF BOARD MEETINGS

On 31 March 2016 RFCSQCSR wound up and the RAPAD Board appointed, under its constitution, an interim 
project management committee to oversee the governance and administration of the RFCSNQ.

RFCSQCSR BOARD

1 JULY 2015 TO 31 MARCH 2016*

*BOARD MEMBERS LISTED ONLY

RFCSNQ PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

1 APRIL TO 30 JUNE 2016*

1 December 2015 AGM 
Cr Chandler, Cr Groves, Cr Muir, Cr Lenton,  
Cr Owens, Cr Britton, Cr Morton

4 February 2016 
Cr Chandler, Cr Groves, Cr Muir, Cr Lenton,  
Cr Owens, Cr Britton, Cr Morton

6 March 2016 
Cr Chandler, Cr Groves, Cr Muir, Cr Owens,  
Cr Britton, Cr Morton

20 April 2016
Cr Britton, Cr Scott, Cr Chandler, Cr Warren

3 June 2016
Cr Britton, Cr Scott, Cr Warren

The RFCSNQPMC endorsed and welcomed new member Alison Larard to the PMC at the June 2016 
meeting, and shortly following the close of the financial year Dr Chris Capel and Shan Delany were appointed 
to the RFCSNQPMC, making up its skills based seven member project management committee.

*BOARD MEMBERS LISTED ONLY
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CEO’S REPORT

As the joint Chairs have already outlined in their 
report, this year saw the transition from Rural 
Financial Counselling Service Queensland Central 
Southern Region to Rural Financial Counselling 
Service North Queensland.

The granting of the rural financial counselling service 
to RAPAD in late 2015, following the open grants 
process was recognition of our past service delivery, 
together with our application. 

The transition process was a difficult time for the 
service with our workforce of highly experienced 
rural financial counsellors reduced by 60-70% and 
this presented a number of teething problems for 
the new RFCSNQ service. I’d like to commend the 
outgoing RFCs, and those RFCs who stayed on 
with RFCSNQ, for their professionalism through the 
transition process. I don’t believe any client was 
affected by the changeover, past or post 31 March, 
and this reflects on the professionalism of staff.

On 1 April we also welcomed experienced RFC, Nick 
Birchley who is based in South Johnson. 

Enclosed are the individual RFC reports for the past 
year. These provide an in-depth overview of each 
RFCs local area and the issues each faces in their 
everyday work role.

As a part of the change from RFCSQCSR, new 
branding has been developed for RFCSNQ. RFCSNQ 
instigated its new website at the changeover so 
visitors had full access to information about RFCSNQ 
and along with more traditional awareness tools, 
RFCSNQ has continued with use of social media as 
an advertising and awareness tool. 

The analytics Facebook provides is useful feedback 
as we develop monitoring and evaluation outcomes, 
which form important parts of our contractual 
requirements with the Australian Government.

As we move into this 2016-17 period, monitoring 
and evaluation (M&E) of the service will be an 
important assessment tool for both our management 
committee and the Department of Agriculture and 
Water Resources, with whom we hold the contract 
and we await the department’s M&E framework so it 
can be acted upon as soon as possible. 

Through this next reporting period and beyond, 
I and the RFCs, look forward to managing and 
delivering the new RFCSNQ in same professional 
manner as occurred with its predecessor, RFCSQCSR. 

DAVID ARNOLD
CEO
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SERVICE STATISTICS

As noted several times, RFCSQCSR wound up on 31 March 2016 and transitioned to RFCSNQ.

The following pages detail the service statistics for RFCSQCSR for that nine month period and for RFCSNQs 
three-month period. For interpretation purposes, RFCSQCSR had thirteen RFCs in that period (11.63 FTE) 
while RFCSNQ in the April to June three month period had five RFCs. In this transition period some client 
data numbers were not fully captured as the national database became live and training occurred. 
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No. of accessible funded RFC (FTE / DAFF + Other) 11.63

No. of Clients Assisted 377

Client numbers/RFC (FTE) (Avg) 32.42

Client Assistance hours (excluding travel) 6,453.97

Client travel hours 863.55

Total Client Assistance Hours 7,317.52

Avg Client Hours Per RFC (FTE) (excl.travel) 554.94

Avg Client Travel Hours per Client 2.29

Major Assistance type by Hours Business Planning

% Total Client Hours 21.52%

Avg (hrs) of Assitance given / Client Excl. travel 17.12

Avg (hrs) of Assistance given / Client Incl. travel 19.41

Case Management Numbers as at 22/04/2016  

No. Clients on Action Plan with Action Items 8

No. Clients on Action Plan without Action Items 80

No. Clients on Action Plan with Assistance Hours 88

  

Total Active Clients 222

% of Clients on Action Plan with Action Items 3.60%

% of Clients on Action Plan with Assistance Hours 39.64%

RFCSQCSR 1 JULY 2015 TO MARCH 2016
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(Unknown / Invalid) 15

Aramac (S) 13

Atherton (S) 2

Balonne (S) 20

Banana (S) 1

Barcaldine (S) 10

Barcoo (S) 1

Bauhinia (S) 1

Belyando (S) 4

Bendemere (S) 1

Biggenden (S) 13

Blackall (S) 4

Boulia (S) 1

Bowen (S) 2

Broadsound (S) 1

Bundaberg (C) 4

Burdekin (S) 5

Burnett (S) 1

Cairns (C) 1

Charters Towers (C) 4

Chinchilla (S) 3

Cloncurry (S) 1

Cooloola (S) 10

Dalby (T) 2

Dalrymple (S) 3

Mirani (S) 1

Monto (S) 4

Moree Plains (A) 3

Mount Isa (C) 1

Mundubbera (S) 11

Murilla (S) 7

Palm Island (S) 3

Paroo (S) 1

Perry (S) 1

Richmond (S) 1

Rockhampton (C) 1

Sarina (S) 2

Stanthorpe (S) 1

Tara (S) 9

Taroom (S) 3

Thuringowa (C) 3

Tiaro (S) 1

Townsville (C) 6

Waggamba (S) 17

Wambo (S) 1

Warroo (S) 1

Winton (S) 11

Woocoo (S) 6

Diamantina (S) 2

Eidsvold (S) 4

Emerald (S) 4

Etheridge (S) 1

Fitzroy (S) 2

Flinders (S) 5

Gayndah (S) 9

Goondiwindi (T) 16

Gwydir (A) 1

Hinchinbrook (S) 3

Ilfracombe (S) 4

Inglewood (S) 13

Inverell (A) 1

Isis (S) 4

Isisford (S) 2

Jericho (S) 7

Kilkivan (S) 2

Kolan (S) 7

Livingstone (S) 1

Longreach (S) 21

Mackay (C) 10

Maroochy (S) 1

Maryborough (C) 1

McKinlay (S) 5

Millmerran (S) 1

LGA / locations Clients

RFCSQCSR PREDOMINANT CLIENT LOCATIONS

LGA / locations Clients LGA / locations Clients
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RFCSNQ ACTIVE CLIENTS BY INDUSTRY 1 APRIL TO 30 JUNE 2016

RFCSNQ SERVICE STATISTICS
1 APRIL TO 30 JUNE 2016

38
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RFCSNQ CASE STUDIES
This is how the Rural Financial Counselling Service can help people move forward in their situation in the 
comfort of their home with respect and dignity. Case specifics have been altered to protect the client’s 
identity.

CLIENT’S SITUATION
This case study relates to an older couple with a 
small horticultural farm. A separate venture to their 
home farm had failed and their bank sought recovery 
of the outstanding funds under their personal 
guarantees. 

The home farm gave them a good income but did 
not have the capacity to repay the loan to the bank.

They had significant funds in superannuation 
however insufficient to cover their debt. The farmers 
were referred to the Rural Financial Counselling 
Service for assistance.

The clients were very scared because what they had 
worked for over their lives was at risk of being sold.

RFCSNQs local Rural Financial Counsellor (RFC) 
visited them, assessed the situation and advised 
them the superannuation money was untouchable 
by the lending institution however the farm was 
at risk because of the guarantee and subsequent 
mortgages.

The lender offered the clients the option of 
undertaking Farm Debt Mediation where the lender 
and the clients sit down and try and come up with an 
agreement to fulfil their obligation of their loan.

The RFC recommended they accept, and a rural 
solicitor from Legal Aid Farm and Rural division 
was also engaged to assist. The lender was very 
demanding and the clients felt intimidated at times.

Once the mediation was organised, the RFC 
coached the clients as to what to expect from the 
process and what would be likely to occur on the 
day of mediation. 

OUTCOME
The offer made by the lender allowed them to retain 
their home and income source. 

They were extremely grateful for the process 
acknowledging the lender had their rights however 
were prepared to make concessions that would be 
commercially acceptable and would allow the clients 
the opportunity to move on. 

The clients were supported through the process by 
the RFC and the Legal Aid Lawyer and because of 
their experience and knowledge; they assisted the 
farmers get an acceptable outcome.

The RFC also assisted the clients obtain the 
necessary finance helping them to again become 
self-sufficient after two very stressful years of trading, 
and the lenders recovery process.  

The lender came to the mediation with three lawyers 
and one senior credit officer, which was quite 
intimidating for the clients, not having been in this 
sort of environment before. 

After six hours of negotiation, the lender made a 
significant concessional offer to the clients for full 
and final satisfaction of the debt. The offer would 
give the farmers the opportunity to retain their 
farm and home however they would need to use 
their superannuation and borrow a significantly less 
amount to do so. 

The lender possibly saw they may not necessarily get 
more had they enforced their security and that the 
sale process could be time consuming and not get 
the lender the best outcome. 

CASE STUDY 1
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CLIENT’S SITUATION
The Rural Financial Counselling Service was 
contacted by a client who was referred by their 
banker. 

The family were farming various crops including 
maize and potatoes and had a small herd of beef 
cattle. They were in the process of dissolving a family 
business with two sons each buying out individual 
farms with separate banks so they could operate on 
their own.

Their banker was new to the district and in his 
first hands-on role in branch agri-banking. He was 
uncomfortable with the data and whether they had 
the capacity to service the bank’s proposed loan.

The Rural Financial Counsellor (RFC) met with the 
husband and wife farmers and was initially impressed 
with their skills and level of enthusiasm for the 
business. Their data was quite good however it was 
a case of them, not being able to put it into a format 
that was clear and precise to the bank.

They had been working on the basis, that lots of 
data was good. Over the next two weeks the RFC 
and clients concentrated on getting the data to be 
concise and meaningful and that clearly showed what 
they were trying to do.

The RFC and clients developed production and 
cash flow projections with a number of sensitivities 
to address price and productivity variations that 
may occur. The assumptions were clear, realistic and 
presented in a way that the banker could relate to.

The RFC and clients took a holistic look at the 
business, and discussed strategies for machinery 
upgrades over time. This way when the banker 
asked, the farmers could confidently address 
the issue and demonstrate they had a long term 
and structured approach to their farm enterprise. 
There was also discussion on the need to put 
some superannuation away and factor that into the 
business plan each year.

Outcome
The farmers were able to present a strong plan 
supported by realistic assumptions which showed 
they could not only service the debt, but could build 
some savings and working capital reserves for times 
of hardship.

The farmers were also able to present an attractive 
plan to a number of financiers, and ultimately 
achieved a favourable finance package for 
themselves. 

CASE STUDY 2
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CLIENT’S SITUATION
An elderly couple on a mixed grazing enterprise 
requested an appointment to help complete their 
annual financier review paperwork. We went through 
the initial entry assessment questions and I assessed 
they were eligible for a service appointment. 

The grazing business is their only income, the 
husband had been employed full-time however 
this off-farm income ceased some years ago. The 
lending was based on that income continuing. An 
appointment was made and I estimated the face-to-
face appointment would take approx. 2-3 hours. 

On arrival at the property it appeared the wife was 
suffering from a condition which was impacting on 
her mobility. It had been exacerbated from non-
treatment so we arranged for an appointment with 
the local GP. 

CASE STUDY 3

The husband mentioned he was having problems 
with their bank with having been transferred to 
different branches across Australia for management 
of their accounts as the bank had closed their local 
agribusiness office a few years before. 

He had received a letter from the bank and wanted 
me to take a look at it. The letter was advising of a 
default of the overdraft account and requested a full 
review of the facilities – however the deadline for this 
review had now passed. On further review of loan 
documents and bank statements it became apparent 
one loans interest only facility had expired and 
principal payments had commenced. The client had 
not realised this hence the default on his overdraft as 
the funds he was transferring monthly did not cover 
the deductions being taken for his loans and his 
account had been transferred to credit management. 
This changed the nature of the appointment and 
therefore it’s length dramatically. 

• Arranged a callback from local Medical Centre for 
appointment for treatment and management plan 
for client’s health issue.

• Completed application for emergency assistance 
with grocery vouchers.

• Worked with client to arrange payment plan with 
local council for outstanding rates.

• Worked through last 12 months expenses to work 
a cashflow budget for next 12 months.

• Went through cattle numbers and planned sales 
over next 12 months to ensure enough cashflow.

• Arranged transfer of $ to bring overdraft back in 
order and established an ongoing monthly transfer 
to ensure account remains in order.

• Simplified current bank account structure to ensure 
ease of future transactions.

• Called credit manager to discuss situation, get 
balances and advise requested requirements will 
be provided.

• Discussed future plans with clients as they wish 
to exit agriculture. They are unable to work at full 
capacity due to health and their children would 
not be taking over the running of the property. 
The client is contacting two local property agents 
to discuss a sale, and the client would like to travel 
whilst health allows.

• As some fencing, and other maintenance required 
attention, organisations were contacted which 
were able to assist with farm work as the clients 
did not have the means to employ a contractor. 

Solution
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Case Plan
Overall Goal – Continuation of banking support to operation with medium to long term goal of selling the property.

Objective Actions & tasks Responsibility Time frame Measure of achievement
Short Term

Access immediate support for 
living expenses

Apply for support from support 
agency

RFC Immediately Support agency provide grocery 
vouchers and contribution to 
outstanding household bills

Manage health issues Appointment with local GP Client Immediately GP management plan in place
Bank contacted Update on situation RFC Immediately Make bank aware client now fully 

understands situation and requested 
documentation will be supplied

Full financial review Review situation and provide docs 
to bank

RFC Within next 2 weeks Review lodged with bank

Source info on property market Contact agents Client Within next 2 weeks Visits from agents booked
Reduce credit card costs and 
reliance

Request hardship allowances RFC & client Within next 2 weeks Credit card interest reduced/held and 
payments affordable or in process

Medium Term
Keep within budget Work with clients to ensure cashflow 

in covers cashflow out
RFC & client Maintain all accounts and cover living 

expenses
Real estate agent appraisal of 
properties

Agent selected and appraisal 
requested

Clients Within next 2 months Appraisals completed and agent 
appointed

Retirement planning Referral to professional adviser in 
consultation with existing accountant 
and lawyer

RFC & client 3 months

Long Term
Sale of property Property marketed and sold Client Within next 6 – 12 

months
Property sold and proceeds repaid to 
the bank

Retirement

Case Study 3 Cont.

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION SNAPSHOT

Social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook have 
proved to be invaluable promotional tools for the RFCSNQ 
across our diverse and remote region. Featured here are 
examples of how we are able to promote the service and 
activities. This can then be shared through our online 
community, including ‘agvocate’ Pete Lewis who has more than 
3000 followers.  
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As this report covers both Rural Financial 
Counselling Service Queensland Central Southern 
Region (RFCSQCSR) and its successor Rural Financial 
Counselling Service North Qld (RFCSNQ), the 
following reports are from outgoing (ending 31 
March 2016) RFCSQCSR rural financial counsellors: 

Kim Corfield 
Ben Slack 
Tony Kassulke 
Emma Cook  
Glenn Budden 
Derk Abberfield 
Debbie Cowley 

RURAL FINANCIAL COUNSELLOR 
ANNUAL REPORTS

And current RFCSNQ rural financial counsellors 
Nick Birchley# 
Richard Lewis* 
Neil Dickson-Jones* 
Rachel Bock* 
Ian Durham* 

*RFCs who transitioned across from RFCSQCSR to 
RFCSNQ on 1 April 2016. 
# Nick Birchley transitioned across from Rural 
Financial Counselling Service South West region 
on 1 April 2016. RFCSQCSR St.George based 
RFC, Sarah Barron and Mena Creek based RFC Ian 
Jackson resigned and retired respectively, early in 
the 2016 calendar year and no report is provided.
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LONGREACH

Based in the Longreach RAPAD office with 
operational area covering Barcaldine, Barcoo, Boulia, 
Diamantina, Longreach and Winton with footprint 
into the Richmond, Hughenden and Flinders shires in 
conjunction with Cloncurry office.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
The major focus of activity continues to be assisting 
clients who are experiencing severe financial 
hardship due to extended drought. This accounts 
for approximately 70% of client numbers and time 
is spent conducting financial analysis, renegotiating 
loan terms and structures with lenders and accessing 
support from government and non-government 
agencies. 

A considerable number of my clients are currently 
in credit management with their lenders, and most 
have been in this position in excess of 12 months. 
Varied reasons for this include an inability to make 
repayments, expiry of interest only period, inability 
to repay temporary increases. Lenders have been 
monitoring these client situations closely. Following 
the June rains there has been an increased interest in 
these accounts from their credit managers.
 
Clients continue to access the service to assist in 
obtaining and or maintaining the farm household 
allowance (FHA) and applying for other drought 
relief assistance schemes such as freight rebates and 
completion of drought management plans.

Following recent rains in some parts producers 
are accessing the service to plan strategies for 
restocking. Some producers have received enough 
response enabling them to return stock from 
agistment whilst others who have fully destocked 
are seeking assistance with plans and finance for 
restocking. It will take some time for producers to 
build up their herds again and return to normal 
trading and in some instances the size of the debt 
may render the business unviable.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
I have not been involved in any debt mediations 
in the 2015/2016 financial year. Legal Aid confirms 
there have been no mediations across the six Central 
West council areas in the last twelve months. Those 
producers that I have been involved with, who have 
already participated in mediation in prior years, are 
continuing to receive extensions from their lenders 
in relation to deed of agreement activities such as 
refinancing or selling property.

Banks are increasingly referring clients to the service 
where viability or future ability to meet payments is 
a concern. Early referral to the service provides the 
client with greater options than they would be able 
to access following a transfer to credit management.

With drought in its fourth year across the service 
area there has been an increased take up of QRAA 
drought concessional loans. Some producers who 
have accessed these loans to reduce their current 
interest expenses are saving up to $30,000 per 
annum in interest based on current rates.

Following the state and federal government’s 
contributions for fencing and predator control, there 
has been a large increase in interest and take up 
of QRAA sustainability loans. Once the fencing is 
complete it will allow producers to continue in the 
sheep and wool industry without the adverse impact 
of wild dogs. Numerous producers are considering 
a return to sheep and wool production from, or in 
addition to beef, following the erection of the fences.

Carbon farming has been promoted across the 
service area with a number of producers entering 
into or considering carbon farming arrangements 
to bring in additional ‘drought proof’ income. At 
this point however none of the carbon abatement 
agreements have been finalised.

Rachel Bock
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RFC’S VIEWS ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Once the ANZ’s moratorium lifts in December 
I believe those clients currently sitting in credit 
management will be offered mediation by their 
lenders. This could lead to an increase in the 
numbers of properties on the market and producers 
exiting the industry.

There have been some very good falls recorded 
across the service area in June (and July) however 
there are also a number of properties who have 
continued to miss out on any substantial falls. 
Producers are optimistic that the upcoming season 
will be the end of the drought.

With the removal of stamp duty from farm family 
transfers I anticipate an increase in producers 
commencing succession-planning activities. This 
combined with the upcoming increase in QRAA First 
Start Loans from $650,000 to $2 million may see an 
increased number of younger generations entering 
the industry.

The farm household allowance ceases after three 
years of payment and the next 12 months will 
see some recipients reaching their 3 year limit of 
payment.

A number of clients have made the decision to exit 
the industry and have sold or are in the process 
of marketing their properties, whilst others are 
waiting for grass levels to improve prior to listing 
their properties for sale. At this point those lenders 
involved are working well with and supporting their 
clients in this process. Majority of those planning to 
exit the industry are at or above retirement age with 
grown up children unwilling or unable to take over 
the debt to carry on the business enabling the older 
generation to retire.

CLIENT OUTCOMES INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE:
A number of clients have made the decision to exit 
the industry and have sold or are in the process 
of marketing their properties, whilst others are 
waiting for grass levels to improve prior to listing 
their properties for sale. At this point those lenders 
involved are working well with and supporting their 
clients in this process. Majority of those planning to 
exit the industry are at or above retirement age with 
grown up children unwilling or unable to take over 
the debt to carry on the business enabling the older 
generation to retire.

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
I continue to work with Central West Rural Wellness 
Network across the region. One notable achievement 
by the group has been to secure support to appoint 
a Small Business Financial Counsellor to work with 
those ‘non-rural’ small businesses, which have 
been adversely impacted by the ongoing drought. 
RFCSNQ’s parent organisation, RAPAD hosts this 
position.

I participated in the ATO’s rural fix-it squad 
which brought together farmers, businesses and 
government and non-government agencies from 
across Australia to highlight and attempt to solve 
rural issues in dealing with the ATO and other 
government agencies, and I will attend another 
forum in the 16-17 period.

I assisted Frontier Services with connections to local 
graziers and agencies for their first Outback Links 
Spirits Raising Trip to Longreach and surrounding 
areas. Volunteers from Qantas and RACQ worked 
tirelessly on numerous properties, which highlighted 
the awareness and support for producers in drought-
affected regions.

I worked with Rotary to cater one evening for the 
Ilfracombe hay runners. The evening brought a 
lot of wonderful, charitable people together and 
highlighted Australians support for others with a 
great amount of good feeling that money cannot 
buy.

I’ve had continued attendance at various community 
events and field days across the region including the 
Qld Sheep Show, Windorah RFDS event and Rotary 
movie nights.

The major focus of activity 
continues to be assisting 
clients who are experiencing 
severe financial hardship due to 
extended drought. 
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MACKAY

Servicing coastal Central Queensland from 
Rockhampton to Townsville and the hinterland to the 
west between the Capricorn and Flinders Highways 
out to Clermont and Charters Towers. Realigned 
to Mackay, Whitsunday and Issac Regional Council 
areas reflecting recent RFCS changes.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY FOR THIS 
REPORTING PERIOD
Assisting clients in severe financial difficulty accounts 
for approximately 60% of client numbers and a much 
greater percentage of my counselling time. Clients 
are assisted in many ways including financial analysis, 
direct negotiation with financiers resulting in loan 
restructures, formal deeds of agreement or formal 
farm debt mediation (FDM). All are provided with 
vital follow up support. 

Just two new FDM clients for 2015/2016 is positive, it 
reflects the change in the banks approach particularly 
to drought impacted clients. RFC assistance to clients 
managing the often-complex financial and emotional 
negotiations that are an integral part of FDM and 
deeds of agreement is essential and time consuming. 
This applies equally to initially achieving an agreed 
outcome and then facilitating the processes involved 
to assist clients meet the agreed milestones. 
Commitment to these roles has been the major focus 
for much of my time during this reporting period.

Clients continued to seek assistance with a mixture 
of cash flow/business analysis and planning, loan 
applications and succession planning. Many clients 
seeking Centrelink assistance evolve following 
provision of assistance in other areas.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
There has been a positive trend in earlier referral 
of clients identified as at risk by their financiers, for 
assistance with business analysis. This is enabling 
more proactive planning and greater options which 
are a positive for all parties hopefully placing clients 
in a better position to take advantage of improving 
prices and seasonal change.

The long overdue jump in cattle prices in early 
2015 while initially rising to possibly starry heights 
has settled a little but is a boon to those fortunate 
enough to be able to take full advantage of it. Those 
who proactively managed and reduced numbers 
early due to drought, and have since had rain, are 
unfortunately feeling the sting in the tail of having 
sold on a much lower markets. 

Central and Burdekin Region cane farmers are 
weathering the combined impact of a reduced 
crop for the 2015 season due to poor rainfall and 
the spread of Yellow Canopy Syndrome. With 
sugar prices dangerously close to, or below, the 
cost of production for many the 2015 season has 
been mediocre. Sugar prices have shown some 
improvement in recent months and potential yields 
and returns appear encouraging for 2016. The recent 
highly beneficial rain too much of the state has been 
a mixed blessing for the cane industry. The have 
been major delays in harvesting due to wet weather. 
This is raising some concern as to whether the entire 
crop will be harvested if there are further major rain 
delays. 

RFC’S VIEW OF WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN OVER 
THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Cattle producers across the region are on the whole, 
benefiting from improved prices for all categories 
of stock aided by the re-opening of Asian markets. 
Unfortunately, there are many across the region still 
severely impacted by drought particularly in the 
Northern and Western areas. This follows a patchy 
and light El Nino influenced wet season. There 
have recently been high unseasonal falls particularly 
across the Central Highlands and near Coastal areas. 
Those missing out on decent rains face further forced 
sales and possibly feeding. Many fortunate to have 
had reasonable relief rain still face an extended 
period without income needing to restock or await 
herd regeneration. This is further exacerbated by a 
major time delay to enable pasture regrowth from 
dormancy or seed after an extended period of dry 
weather. 

RICHARD LEWIS

Assisting clients in severe 
financial difficulty accounts 
for approximately 60% of 
client numbers and a much 
greater percentage of my 
counselling time.
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A serious shortage of breeders and replacement 
heifers after years of drought induced high female 
slaughter rates will slow recovery in herd numbers. 
Queensland total cattle slaughter and live export 
numbers for the last three years, despite low prices, 
are up over 20% per year on the ten year average. 
This drought attributed herd reduction will be 
further exacerbated by drought reduced calving 
percentages over the next couple of years.

Above average sales of younger stock in recent 
years, again influenced by drought, are expected 
to maintain values for feeder and export type stock 
for several years due to the resultant imbalance in 
demand versus supply. The shortage of suitable 
slaughter cattle available to meatworks across 
Central and Northern Queensland this season has 
been highlighted by delayed kill starts following the 
Christmas break, a reduction in the number of daily 
shifts, staff employed, and reduced kill numbers. 
Stock availability has declined further with most 
works now reducing their operating days per week 
in an endeavour to maintain staff and continue 
operation. 

Indicators are the sugar industry in the Region may 
continue to struggle as many growers increased 
borrowings to manage the smaller crop and low 
prices of 2015. World sugar prices, while rising over 
the last 12 months, continue to fluctuate with returns 
to growers also influenced by movement of the 
Australian Dollar. Projected returns for the 2016 crop 
are expected to be considerably stronger than 2015. 

Given the below average seasonal start to 2016 
across most areas, combined with current markets, 
I see little improvement in the overall position for 
most in this region over the next year. Further, 
despite their declared best endeavours to assist 
wherever possible, the banks continue to move 
perceived at risk clients experiencing servicing and 
equity problems to their “intensive management 
portfolios”.

The major downturn in the mining industry in the 
Bowen Basin and its associated services sector has 
impacted heavily on both large and small regional 
centres. The impact has also been felt across 
all farming sectors as many smaller farmers had 
diversified into the provision of labour or contract 
services to the mining sector to assist debt servicing 
and generally diversify and maintain their viability.

CLIENT OUTCOMES INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
Client outcomes from counsellor assistance have 
varied widely with some accessing funds as required, 
and others negotiating restructure of their portfolios 
to better suit current conditions. Those clients within 
asset management divisions have or are negotiating 
arrangements for loan restructure, refinance, partial 
or total asset sale over time to exit agriculture while 
others move towards FDM. Ongoing negotiation 
with financiers is assisting some clients in severely 
impacted areas to extend their deeds to enable sale 
at a more opportune time. 

A number of clients have been assisted with access 
to FHA and other Centrelink support mechanisms 
while a number remain unsuccessful. 

The continuing contribution by Denis McMahon and 
the Farm Rural Legal Service to the FDM and the 
negotiation process is of great assistance to the RFC 
service in achieving the very best possible outcome 
for clients undergoing a very traumatic experience. 

Farm succession continues to be a major issue 
and challenge to all sectors involved. It is often 
complicated by the lack of financial capacity of many 
aging farmers to “pass” the property to the next 
generation who may lack the capacity to buy their 
parents out. Foregoing secure off-farm positions 
for a high-risk occupation on a property, that may 
no longer be viable with any degree of debt, is 
resulting in multi-generation farming families exiting 
agriculture altogether.

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
The Service is widely promoted through ongoing 
personal contact with the banking sector at all levels, 
QRAA Client Liaison Officers, accountants and other 
professional service providers such as Centrelink 
and Government Departments. Support has been 
provided to the Centrelink Mobile Office whenever 
possible while it is in the Region.

Contacts with producer organisations at all levels 
have been maintained and the RFCS promoted 
across the diversity of industry groups. This included 
attending Field Days, industry meetings and forums 
across the region. 
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CLONCURRY

Servicing North West Queensland from Camooweal 
to Torrens Creek taking in the shires of Flinders 
(Hughenden), Richmond, McKinlay (Julia Creek) 
and Mount Isa. As well as into the Gulf taking 
in the shires of Burke (Burketown), Carpentaria 
(Normanton) and Croydon shires. 

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY FOR THIS 
REPORTING PERIOD
As this was a new RFC service area established at the 
start of August 2015 from additional drought funding 
there were a limited amount of active existing clients, 
and these were previously serviced from Longreach. 
A fair portion of 2015/16 has been making the region 
and relevant referral parties aware of the service 
and what the service can offer. This being local 
councils, Centrelink, AgForce, QRAA, Southern Gulf 
Catchments, banks, accountants, solicitors and Qld 
DAF staff.

From these referral sources seven clients (6 new 
& 1 existing RFCS client) have been assisted with 
applying for farm household allowance (FHA). One of 
these new clients is being assisted with an extension 
of their deed of forbearance with their existing bank. 
Four clients (3 new & 1 existing RFCS client) have 
been assisted with QRAA drought applications; 
one new client with a QRAA sustainability loan and 
two existing clients with existing QRAA loans. An 
existing client was assisted in producing budgets for 
their respective bank, with a new client also being 
referred by a prospective financer. Two clients (1 
new & 1 existing RFCS client) were assisted with Qld 
DAF emergency water infrastructure rebate. One 
new client was assisted with budgeting for their 
prospective first property purchase with a combined 
application with QRAA & their existing Bank. 

In a lot of the new FHA applications, clients were 
not aware of their entitlements or they deemed 
that the application was too tedious or too difficult 
to complete. As well some of these clients had 

already ruled themselves out, as being ineligible to 
apply for FHA. The majority of client interaction has 
been assisting clients with accessing government 
support, budgeting, analysis of budgets, as well as 
negotiating with Banks and the relevant government 
departments.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
From these new referral sources, banks are seeking 
support with client production of financial data (stock 
schedules, cash flows) as a certification of possible 
problem accounts. This allows the clients/financers 
to identify possible shortfalls within their operations 
as well as making clients more accountable and 
stringent in outgoing funds.

The ongoing drought has continued with all shires 
in the covered RFC region still droughted. With the 
one exception being the Cloncurry Shire, which 
was lifted, late in the financial year. Some areas 
south of Hughenden have entered their sixth year 
of drought with large areas of the black soil mitchell 
grass downs having little to minimal response to 
the rainfall they have received over the traditional 
wet season (in some instances quite considerable). 
What has been quite unique has been out of season 
winter rain, which in most cases has been quite 
considerable falls, along with being quite repetitive 
over a number of rainfall events. This combined with 
a considerable warmer winter has seen reduced 
initial levels of deterioration in pasture quality. This 
has seen greening and some pasture growth as we 
approach the end of this financial year. With hope 
that this pasture growth continues from the retained 
soil moisture, as the temperature warms up and the 
days get longer to assist pasture growth.

With the prolonged droughted seasons that 
have been experienced, livestock numbers are 
considerably reduced, to fully destocked, in some 
harsher regions. Cattle prices which were seen in 
2015 as record levels, have continued to rise through 
2016 to new increasing heights. These prices have 
been seen as an excellent tonic and saviour to those 
producers that have been lucky enough to retain 
herd numbers but as in most cases reduced levels. 

NEIL DICKINSON-JONES
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Unfortunately this does not assist those graziers that 
had to heavily reduce numbers several years ago 
into much reduced market prices. With the previous 
drought costs of feeding, agistment, droving etc. 
these cattle sales have done very little to reduce 
debt levels. Some producers have been left with 
very high debt ratios compared to retained stock 
numbers. The prospect of restocking looks very 
limited for a large number of producers.

RFC’S VIEW OF WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN OVER 
THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Livestock producers, who have managed to retain 
considerable numbers, have a fair to profitable year 
ahead as long as their properties have considerable 
grass cover and the season continues to promote 
pasture growth. With the outlook of the El Nino 
weather pattern predicted to further weaken, with 
the development of a La Nino pattern to develop in 
the Australian spring this will increase the probability 
of improved seasons.

For those producers that have limited to no stock, 
their debt levels and their financiers will play a major 
part in their direction that they can undertake. With 
the forecast of store cattle to remain at the current 
high prices, this will make restocking considerably 
hard, to near impossible. The ability to generate 
income from agistment may also be difficult, with 
the ratio of available pasture to available stock 
being mismatched with an oversupply of pasture. 
Even with the current situation with improvement 
pasture growth & quality, producers are also wary 
of restocking on light pasture after the previous dry 
seasons.

As mentioned there will be producers in the hands 
of their financers in regards to ongoing support. 
What I have seen as a counsellor, a lot of producers 
are coming out of this drought with considerably 
increased debt levels but unfortunately with reduced 
stock numbers. The main positive factor being that 
considerably higher cattle prices will support the 
reduced turnoff,and in lot of instances younger than 
usual turnoff being sold.

CLIENT OUTCOMES INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
At this stage counsellor support has been quite 
beneficial to the clients, in most instances bringing 
positive outcomes. This has been supported 
by clients keeping their financers well informed 
throughout the process. Yet with this in mind, some 
financers have been allowing clients to remain on 
their properties in a “care taker” mode, waiting 
for the season to change, with indication of their 
property/s to be sold once in a saleable condition. 
There seems to be a number of deed of forbearances 
coming due, with the financiers being reluctant to 
extend the deeds to a reasonable timeline to allow 
an efficient marketing program being conducted 
successfully.

I have observed one financer offering to extend a 
deed of forbearance, with a condition that the client 
waive their right to farm debt mediation (FDM). FDM, 
with the assistance of Legal Aid, and the RFC, is a 
very supportive and effective support towards the 
client’s outcome. This allows the client to successfully 
exit the industry or adjust. The downturn in the 
mining industry has also impacted on some off farm 
income. This industry was also a very good source of 
off farm income to support smaller or new farmers 
with their agricultural businesses. It has also had a 
negative effect on the local contractors; with former 
mining contractors competitively quoting on local 
contracts. 

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
As previously discussed the RFC service has been 
heavily promoted to introductory and referral sources 
such as local councils, Centrelink, AgForce, QRAA, 
Southern Gulf Catchments, banks, accountants, 
solicitors and Qld DAF staff. This has been successful 
with a number of referrals coming from a number of 
introductory sources. RFCSNQ advertising material 
has also been distributed and this has resulted in 
client contact. 

The service has also been promoted at relevant 
industry information/demonstration days, run 
by groups such as MLA, Qld DAF, Southern Gulf 
Catchments and AgForce. Another major event that 
occurs in this region was the Richmond Field Days, 
where a joint site was shared with QRAA, AgForce. 

 

As this was a new RFC service 
area... a fair portion of 2015/16 
has been making the region and 
relevant referral parties aware 
of the service and what the 
service can offer. 
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CAIRNS

Servicing Far North Queensland from the Herbert to 
the Cape and west to the Tableland and Gulf areas.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY FOR THIS 
REPORTING PERIOD
This area has only been serviced by RFCSNQ since 
the restructure from 1 April 2016. 

From that time, the introduction of new systems 
and programs has taken some time however the 
client base dealt with includes some carry over from 
previous activities prior to the restructure.

The fourteen client families serviced in the three 
months to the 30 June included the following 
industries:

• Sugar Cane     2 New
• Cut Flowers
• Beef Production 2 New
• Herb Production
• Banana Farms 1 New 

 
The type of work included one mediation in Brisbane 
where we have come to an agreement whereby the 
clients can remain trading on the farm. 

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
Sugar is experiencing their best prices ever however 
farmers are having difficulty in getting their crop off 
in time. Wet weather has delayed the harvest and 
reduced the CCS (Commercial Content of Sugar), 
which affects their price. Last year the harvest in Tully 
went into the new year which is extremely rare and 
affects CCS as well as ratooning for the following 
year. 

The Herbert region is experiencing a wet year as well 
and producers are in disagreement with their sugar 
mill owner, over marketing arrangements, which are 
causing some concern. While prices are good and 
interest rates are low; for the Herbert in general, the 
dispute appears to be driving a lack confidence in 
the industry. 

The banana industry has also experienced a collapse 
of the price due to a major over supply to the 
market. There is concern that the cause is due to 
oversupply of capacity however others are saying the 
growing conditions have been good making the crop 
significantly larger than normal. It has also been a 
contributing factor to the failure of one of the major 
farming businesses in the industry. Recently prices 
have returned to be profitable however 2016 will be 
a year of significant losses for the industry. 

Biosecurity infrastructure and revised practices due 
to Panama has increased some costs of production.

Beef has seen record prices over the past few years 
however there have been shortages of stock from the 
drier areas. The coastal producers who are smaller by 
nature are enjoying the benefits of having feed.

NICK BIRCHLEY
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RFC’S VIEW OF WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN OVER 
THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Bananas: biosecurity issues and market supply 
are the main foreseeable issues that this industry 
appears to be facing. Panama continues to hover 
over the industry with the current outbreak seemingly 
contained to one property at this stage.

The industry body, ABGC has decided to buy the 
property on a 2/3 industry 1/3 federal government 
funding arrangement in an attempt to contain the 
outbreak and they require a levy proposal to be 
successful to complete the buyout. The pathogen 
can be spread by soil, be it on shoes, machinery or 
trucks bringing supplies or taking fruit to market. A 
less likely but realistic way in which it can be spread 
can be by passing animals through the farm. Another 
threat is that it could also get into the waterways and 
be spread throughout a catchment.

Should further outbreaks occur then there could be 
a scramble for clients to exit or convert to growing 
cane or paw paws.

Cane: Experiencing good prices and good growing 
conditions. Capacity to harvest and for the mill to 
crush the high volume is an issue for the industry. 
The age of growers continues to be an issue with the 
industry not getting much renewal.

Beef: Coastal operators will continue to thrive as 
prices remain however replacement cattle are making 
the fattening costs expensive. Coastal producers do 
not have the extensive breeding operations to fully 
capitalise on the high market prices.

Gulf and Cape producers like many elsewhere, will 
enjoy the benefits if they have had plenty of feed 
however those who have destocked will find it very 
expensive to restock.

CLIENT OUTCOMES INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
During the past three months I have assisted

• Four at risk clients submit proposals to their 
banks that has given the bank comfort to 
continue support for their clients in the 
medium term. This allows them time to trade 
on and address the key issues affecting their 
businesses.

• Four clients who have sought ‘what if’s’ for 
expanding their businesses by way of increasing 
their scale or diversification to other agricultural 
options.

• One Farm Household Assistance client.
• One mediation and follow up refinance as part 

of the conditions of the mediation deed.
 

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
Addressed drought recovery and information centre 
at Chillagoe attended by approximately 20 farm 
business owners. Received one client as well as a 
number of contacts.

I have had two meetings with executives of ABGC 
(bananas) in regards to the Panama TR4 disease 
incursion implications and recent market conditions 
causing price collapse.
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TOWNSVILLE

Servicing coastal Queensland from Bowen to Ingham 
and inland to Pentland (west of Charters Towers). 
Clients were also serviced in the Tablelands and 
Gulf region due to the retirement of former RFC Ian 
Jackson.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY FOR THIS 
REPORTING PERIOD
The Townsville service is relatively new and started 
operations on 1 September 2015. Initially the focus 
was on service promotion and letting it be known 
that we were available. Producer groups such as 
Agforce and Canegrowers were targeted along with 
commercial banks, QRAA, QDAF, clergy and social 
counselling services. I also had a presence at several 
field days and grower meetings.

Several clients in severe financial difficulty were soon 
receiving assistance and the service has now worked 
with or still working with 15 primary production 
enterprises.

A high percentage of time has been spent working 
with two farm debt mediations. The first one has 
moved to a deed of forbearance period and the 
second is likely to be signed. A deed of forbearance 
is where the bank agrees to continue conditional 
support for a given period provided conditions 
in the deed are met such as sale of assets. My 
work continues with these clients during the deed 
period due to the banks needing regular updated 
financial information. Requirements include budget 
monitoring with actuals compared to budget and 
where there is a substantial difference an explanation 
report is required.

Other client work has been assistance with start-
up loan applications, loan restructure applications, 
Centrelink household assistance applications, 
preliminary  work for a client starting to consider 
retirement/succession planning, cash flow/business 
analysis and planning and finally assisting a client to 
setup a farm office and begin keeping records such 
as a cash book. 

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
Commercial lenders (banks) appear to be referring 
clients, which they have identified as at risk to the 
RFC service instead of dealing with them ‘in house’. 
A couple of the banks are requiring their clients to 
take a more professional approach in the provision of 
information. Budgeting, cash flow analysis and farm 
plans are required. This is having a positive effect on 
producers who are having to improve their reporting 
skills. Initially they don’t know where to start so 
working with them through the process is positive for 
their respective businesses.

Cattle prices had a very fast rise in the later part of 
2015 which has given many producers hope for the 
future. 

Many producers were selling off cattle during the 
drought and using the funds to keep their nucleus 
breeder herd alive. When the drought breaks 
producers will find it hard to buy replacement stock 
and I’m witnessing that at the end of this reporting 
period. 

Cane producers in the Herbert and Burdekin 
struggled with disease and early season sugar prices 
that were below the cost of production. Later in 
the season the sugar price improved to be slightly 
better than the cost of production. Sugar producers’ 
financial positions remained static. There was 
insufficient profits to replace machinery or put new 
technology into the farming system.

Bananas have struggled with disease containment 
and mediocre produce prices. 

IAN DURHAM
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RFC’S VIEW OF WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN OVER 
THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
High numbers of cattle have been sold due to 
drought with producers selling off older stock then 
younger unfinished stock. High numbers of heifers 
have been sold and slaughtered than would normally 
have been kept for breeding. The funds were used 
to fund the feeding of a nucleus breeder herd. The 
result of selling off unfinished stock has the effect of 
selling stock that were due to be sold over the next 
two years. Even after the drought breaks, incomes 
will be down as producers wait to grow out stock. 
In my opinion – when the drought breaks it will 
take several years for the industry to recover to pre 
drought cattle numbers and many more years to 
recover financially.

In my opinion the sugar industry in the region will 
continue to struggle. Irrigation costs and electricity 
pumping costs have been very high due to drought, 
this coupled with at best a break even sugar price 
has meant growers have been unable to afford 
machinery replacement or technology incorporation 
into their farming systems.

Increasing age of producer’s continues to be a 
concern with the average age of sugar producers at 
well over 60. Younger people that want to take on 
the challenge of farming find it almost impossible 
to raise the necessary capital to purchase a viable 
farming enterprise

SUMMARY
After the poor seasonal start to 2016 in the region, 
I see little improvement in the financial position for 
most producers.

The banks will need to be tolerant. Forced sales 
could see a major deterioration in land values further 
eroding equity.

After the poor seasonal start 
to 2016 in the region, I see little 
improvement in the financial 
position for most producers.
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EMERALD

EMMA COOK

Service area is predominantly the Central Highlands 
area. 

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
The major focus of activity for the reporting period 
has largely been associated with debt mediation 
issues. Most of the clients that I have assisted have 
been pre-mediation, as the majority of banks in my 
area seem to be attempting to work with clients 
to resolve their financial issues or find a suitable 
outcome that is agreeable to all parties concerned. 
This is perhaps a reflection of the current economic 
climate whereby forcing a client to sell their property 
won’t necessarily provide the desired result.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
No new or unusual activities/trends were noticed 
this period. Rural properties continue to sell, with 
purchasers being mainly existing farmers who are in 
a strong financial position and already have equity 
and cashflow to support additional debt. Low 
interest rates have also been a notable factor that is 
contributing to new lending.

RFC’S VIEWS ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER  THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Agricultural industry remains strong in the local area, 
largely due to good commodity prices, however 
rainfall over the summer has been quite patchy in 
some areas. This will no doubt result in dry seasonal 
conditions later in the year, which will put a strain on 
cashflow for some farmers. Unfortunately, some of 
these farmers may also face increased bank pressure 
due to another year of inadequate rainfall and poor 
farm returns.

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
I have continued to promote the service through 
my existing clients and networks. There have also 
been other opportunities, such as the Australian 
Government roadshows, which I have attended to 
further promote the service.

CLIENT OUTCOMES, INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN OR OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
Some clients are continuing to work with the 
service to improve their financial situation. Those 
experiencing debt mediation issues often take 
a significant amount of time to find a resolution 
and consequently, I am still assisting these clients. 
Comparatively, those clients that I have assisted 
with options to improve their financial situation have 
made changes to their operations accordingly and 
no longer need to utilise the service.
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GYMPIE

DERK ABBERFIELD

Area serviced includes the Gympie, Fraser Coast and 
Bundaberg shires with some of the towns covered 
Gympie, Kilkivan, Goomeri, Kandanga, Imbil, Tin Can 
Bay, Maryborough, Tiaro, Childers, Bundaberg, Gin 
Gin and Rosedale.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
The major focus over the last 9 months has been 
similar to the previous 12 months, with a reasonable 
summer and leading into summer, producers have 
been working towards recovering from previous 
floods, drought and market crashes. Optimism has 
crept back into the area and people are looking 
forward and are hoping that a couple of seasons 
can be strung together to help them get over the 
previous years. Bank related issues are easing 
however there has continued to be a steady flow 
of referrals from the banks, with one noticeable 
difference being that in a few cases they have 
been open to working more closely with the client 
to identify ways to improve their position. This 
has resulted in the immediate push for farm debt 
mediation to be relaxed some producers working 
towards exiting or restructuring within agriculture. 
There has also been a slight change in banks attitude 
with a number of clients being able to refinance 
before mediation and even one after mediation.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
I can’t say that there has been any unusual activity 
within the reporting period that I have not seen 
before.

RFC’S VIEWS ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER  THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
The next 12 months will hopefully see another 
reasonable season in this area allowing clients to 
continue to recover and get back on to their feet. 
There is still large numbers on the Farm Household 
Allowance (FHA) and which also will be reaching their 
third year this year. With some clients finishing the 
FHA in the next 12 months there may be an increase 
in the services however if conditions continue we 
should see an easing over the next 12 months.
.
COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
The last 12 months promotional activities have 
consisted of meeting with stakeholders and 
promoting the Rural Financial Counselling Service. 
I have met with most banks, council economic 
development officers and Centrelink FHA officers. 
I have also attended financial workshops help by 
accountants. 

CLIENT OUTCOMES, INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT, WITHIN OR OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
Client outcomes over the last reporting period have 
been varied. I have attended a number of farm debt 
mediations with clients and the results are all very 
similar. With the improvement in both the markets, 
both commodities and real estate, those that attend 
mediation are pushed to achieve a sale as soon as 
possible. 
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GOONDIWINDI

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
The majority of work during the last 12 months 
has been focused on assisting farmers with loan 
applications and cash flow work. I have also assisted 
a number of farmers with preparing loan applications 
to purchase their first rural property. 

The service assisted a number of farmer’s with 
drought concessional loan applications with QRAA. 
This reporting period I have assisted farmers with 
drought recovery loans to restock and/or plant crops.

Unfortunately to March, there has been little uptake 
via Centrelink with the farm household allowance. 
For whatever reason, farmers have not applied for 
this assistance. 

Due to excellent sub-soil moisture and in crop rain, 
most farmers yielded above average with their winter 
crop last year. 

Opportunities for our local farmers arose out of a 
failed chickpea crop in India last year. Large areas 
were planted to chickpeas instead of the traditional 
wheat/barley combination. Many farmers forward 
sold their crop on a hectare basis at prices around 
the $600 to $750 per tonne mark.

Farmers who harvested chickpeas were very happy 
with the yields and prices received. Anyone who 
did not forward sell their crop may have received 
between $800 and $1000 per tonne for their 
chickpeas post-harvest. These are the best prices 
ever received for this product. 

Wheat and barley crops were also at high yields. The 
prices of those grains have continued to fall away 

Service area includes Goondiwindi east to Yelarbon, 
Inglewood, Texas and Milmerran, west to Toobeah 
and Talwood, north to Moonie, and many areas 
in between. Some clients received assistance in 
neighbouring shires when appropriate.

since harvest with many farmers sitting with grain on 
hand on farm or in the system. 

Locally, our grain facilities at Goondiwindi had 
difficulty handling the grain harvest with views of 
trucks lining up for the most part of a day just to 
deliver one load. Many farmers chose to ‘dump’ their 
grain on farm in the end with little other choice given 
the logistics issues of delivery.

It was a great positive for our district to finally 
experience a good result at harvest given the many 
years of failure with drought and flood impacting 
those yields.

Local businesses have seen the first uptick in sales 
since 2009. 

Graziers who have had stock to sell have fared well in 
2015 and 2016 with the improvement in both cattle 
and sheep prices. Good winter, spring and summer 
rains have fallen across the district. Recently though, 
the tap has turned off but many still have a good 
body of dry feed. 

The service has been well utilized by farmers and 
small business operators alike during the last 12 
months.

Referrals to the service are mainly from accountants, 
banks, QRAA, Goondiwindi Regional Council, DAFF, 
friends, word of mouth and self-promotion.    

DEBBIE COWLEY
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NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN REPORTING PERIOD
This service assisted 35 clients with the farm debt 
mediation process from 2008 to mid-2014. With the 
more favourable seasons, better cattle prices and an 
improvement in property prices across the board, 
no new mediation clients have accessed the service. 
Bank managers are reporting a reduction in debt 
by their borrowers or the ability to start working on 
some badly needed infrastructure improvement with 
some cash flow working its way through the system. 

RFC’S VIEWS ON WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER NEXT 12 MONTHS
It is difficult to say what might happen with this year’s 
grain crops. Rain has not fallen for several months 
(up to March), which is starting to worry many across 
the district. 

A late summer heatwave burnt off the green feed 
from summer.

As the prediction for last summer rain was dire, many 
farmers baled their barley stubble. With a bumper 
crop, there was plenty of straw to bale. Many farmers 
are still holding onto those bales so that should help 
if there is a dry winter. As the price of barley has 
been very poor since harvest, many farmers are also 
holding barley on farm. This could also be utilised for 
stock if need be.

CLIENT OUTCOMES ACHIEVED INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT WITHIN OR OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
Some farmers have received assistance from QRAA 
through concessional and drought recovery loans. A 
small number of farmers have accessed assistance 
from Centrelink with the farm household allowance. 
A number of farmers sought assistance for their bank 
review. 

A number of first time farmers sought assistance with 
the purchase of their first property.

Once again, it is a pleasure to be involved with the 
Rural Financial Counselling Service. 
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NORTH BURNETT

Three RFCs serviced the North Burnett area based 
in Coalstoun Lakes, Gayndah and Mundubbera and 
servicing the surrounding areas including Biggenden, 
Mt Perry, Monto and Eidsvold as the major townships

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
The major focus of activity this year to date has been 
QRAA loan applications and finance proposals, with 
over one million dollars approved finance to date this 
year. Main funding submissions were for purchase 
of property, partnership dissolutions and upgrade 
of equipment. Several financiers engaged the RFCs 
to work with their clients prior to issuing any farm 
debt mediation advice. This has provided good 
outcomes for the clients and the banks, allowing a 
good working relationship to proceed between both 
parties. Some comments have been this would not 
have occurred without the input of the RFC.

With the variable seasons in the North Burnett, there 
has been a large amount of assistance required with 
the Centrelink Farm Household Allowance (FHA) 
and the administration of the program. Many clients 
have required assistance with their annual reviews 
and negotiations with their financial institutions to 
restructure their debt. 

Bank managers have been referring their clients to 
contact the service when they are requiring further 
advances to continue trading and this increased 
workloads throughout the year. 

Continuing bank mediation clients have required 
regular assistance to complete quarterly reviews or 
updates to financiers. 

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
Nil.

RFC’S VIEWS ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
The forthcoming year remains uncertain for many 
farmers and graziers. Should the cattle prices remain 
at current levels this shall allow a period of recovery 
for all producers. Many producers however do not 
have excess stock available to sell and the price to 
restock is above most budgets.

Feedlotters have reduced numbers in their yards due 
to the ongoing price of cattle, however after several 
good years of returns most have the current situation 
factored into their planning. 

Around Coalstoun Lakes the farmers in the area 
have had the opportunity to plant peanuts, corn and 
sorghum but as a solely dryland farming district they 
are desperately waiting on some rainfall to finish 
the crops off. Dryland farmers are the biggest risk 
managers in the agricultural industry and being able 
to assist them in any way has been a privilege.

The priority remains to improve the viability of all 
farming enterprises, with a major focus on reducing 
costs and debt whilst trying to improve their farm 
profitability and viability.

A lot of work continues to be done with clients in 
their negotiations with financial institutions and the 
ongoing active cashflow management and review of 
their enterprise and operations. 

KIM CORFIELD, TONY KASSULKE & 
BEN SLACK
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COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
I have attended as many information sessions and field 
days as was available to attend this year. There were 
several drought information sessions and ongoing 
Farm Household Allowance information sessions with 
Centrelink. 

CLIENT OUTCOMES ACHIEVED, INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT WITHIN OR OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
The majority of clients in the North Burnett area 
are adjusting within agriculture. Most of our work 
relates to assistance with QRAA Loan applications, 
Farm debt mediations, Bank annual reviews, bank 
negotiations, cashflow preparation and assistance 
with Centrelink applications and administration of 
their schemes.

Some clients are undertaking succession planning 
purchases of part of the family farm and assistance in 
preparation of cashflows and loan applications and 
proposals.
 
There has been an increase in the opportunistic view 
of the graziers and farmers alike this year and with 
improved weather conditions for the coming year 
this shall allow a period of recovery to continue in the 
North Burnett.
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MILES

Servicing the areas across the Western Downs 
including Chinchilla, Miles and Tara districts.

MAJOR FOCUS OF ACTIVITY WITHIN THE 
REPORTING PERIOD
Farm debt mediation preparation and post-
mediation assistance with clients is an ongoing 
focus of the service in this area. Administrative 
windup of the current service in operating in Miles 
also accounted for a large part of my time between 
February and March 2016.  Graziers looking to 
restock are struggling to finance their decision. They 
are more likely to take up finance through a stock 
agent, but are incurring a higher interest rate.

NEW OR UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES/TRENDS 
WITHIN THE REPORTING PERIOD
There is a perception that grazing properties 
and mixed farming properties are beginning to 
move. There has been less movement of cropping 
properties, due mainly to the value of good cropping 
properties together with uncertainty of grain 
commodity prices into the future. Grazing properties 
values have not lifted a great deal through this 
period, except for the Taroom/Wandoan area. The 
general consensus has been that the strong cattle 
price has underpinned the property market.  The 
towns of Chinchilla and Miles and to a lesser extent 
Dalby are coming to terms with the reduction in coal 
seam gas activity. For town businesses, cashflow 
has disappeared as the population has declined.  
A number are at the point of deciding whether to 
petition for bankruptcy.

RFC’S VIEWS ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN 
OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
There will be graziers in the region that will be 
unable to fully restock given that they had either 
de-stocked or reduced their stock numbers as part of 
their drought mitigation strategy. Cattle prices have 
continued to break records for types that restockers 
are chasing and for female cattle. There is a small 
move for some cattle producers to turn to sheep, 
if they have a sheep and wild dog secure property. 
Sheep values have been stable over a number of 
years. The main barriers to preventing the move 
to sheep are suitable fencing, awareness of the 
profitability of a sheep operation and the wild dog 
problem. I believe that generally primary producers 
are more optimistic about the rural sector, following 
the rise in cattle prices, a more stable cattle market, 
together with a reasonable summer and autumn. 
Forecasting of future grain prices is unreliable. I 
suspect that we will see a continuation of pressured 
asset sales by lenders as the impact of cropping and 
off-farm incomes vary. 

COMMUNITY EVENTS OR PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE RFC
Attended Department of Human Services mobile unit in 
Miles and presented at various drought related forums.

CLIENT OUTCOMES ACHIEVED, INCLUDING 
ADJUSTMENT WITHIN OR OUTSIDE 
AGRICULTURE
Clients said that they are better prepared to deal 
with their lenders because of the explanation of 
financial terms and the benchmarks that lenders use, 
after being clients of this service.

One post mediation client has been negotiated with 
their lender, with assistance of the Farm & Legal 
Service, Legalaid Qld and the RFC, to have their 
house property unencumbered from the bank. These 
clients were being forced to sell both properties to 
retire their bank debt. An outcome for clients of the 
service is that they can think more clearly about their 
situation and make well informed decisions.

GLENN BUDDEN
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